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[background / overview]

://Defining the Social market [model]
1. A social market is an economic system in which industry and commerce are run by private enterprise within the limits set by the
government to ensure equality of opportunity and social and environmental responsibility. 1
2. The roots of this concept go back to Ludwig Erhard, who served as the first Minister of Economic Affairs of the Federal Republic of
Germany from 1949 to 1963. The underlying idea of the social market economy is to protect the freedom of all market participants on
both the supply and demand side, whilst also providing for a strong safety net. The social market economy forms a pivotal part of the
free and open society, which is also characterised by solidarity. It has proven itself as an economic system that allows for prosperity and
full employment whilst also providing welfare and promoting a strong social fabric. In a social market economy, it is the markets that
balance supply and demand via pricing: when goods are scarce and in high demand, their prices rise. This reduces demand while at
the same time opening up opportunities for additional suppliers to generate profits. Suppliers will thus attempt to keep production costs
as low as possible. This process ensures that the means of production are used efficiently, keeping consumer costs low. 2
3. In a social market economy a “policy of order” maintains the market economy’s framework of rules, but it does not intervene in the
economic process: price-setting and resource allocation are left to market participants. To use a classical-liberal analogy, the state
should be the market’s umpire, not one of its players. The state should uphold freedom of contract and freedom to trade; and it should
avoid discriminatory interventions to favour particular sectors and firms. Social cohesion emerges spontaneously from below, nurtured by
the traditions and conventions of institutions such as the family, church, workplace, sports clubs and other voluntary associations. These
foster virtues of responsibility, self-help and civic-mindedness – the moral framework that sustains a successful market economy. Social
policy is first and foremost, as well as integrating as many people as possible into market society, with a basic safety net for those who fall
by the wayside.3
See: http://www.dictionary.com/browse/social-market
See: http://www.bmwi.de/EN/Topics/Economy/social-market-economy.html
3
See: https://iea.org.uk/blog/ludwig-erhards-social-market-economy-a-liberal-not-a-social-democratic-concept
1
2
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[OBZ LIFESTYLE MARKET // photo credit: alex gwaze]

[introduction]

:// Obz Lifestyle
market {OLM}
2

Below the bustling hipster Lower Main Road in ‘Obs,’
lies an authentic space rehabilitation project called
Obz Lifestyle Market or OLM.

OLM is a tightly woven collage of units,
stalls, cafes, kiosks and stands situated
under Station Road bridge in the Cape
Town southern suburb of Observatory /
‘Obs.’
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What makes the space different from other hipster
establishments in the area, is that the market
functions like one solid ‘neighbourhood’ encouraging
visitors to interact with all the people, places and
things by simply entering one unit/stall in the market.

In South Africa, almost half of the urban
population lives in the townships and
informal settlements.6

[background info]

:// Reclaiming Urban land
For the first time in history, the majority of
black South Africans reside in urban areas.
According to the South African Institute of
Race Relations (SAIRR) survey, two thirds4
of the population now live in the cities and
towns. This rural to urban migration is
spurred on by the decline of the rural
economy and higher employment rates in
urban areas.
54 % of the world’s population5 occupy the towns
and cities, placing a substantial challenge on
available land for housing, transportation, healthcare,
infrastructure, energy and employment.

[KHAYELITSHA TOWNSHIP7 // photo credit: christian michael chavez]

[OBZ LIFESTYLE MARKET// photo credit: alex gwaze]

Like a micro-macrocosm of a shopping mall [for a
specific individual], OLM’s regeneration concept is
designed to develop and improve not only the area
under the bridge, but also ensure greater
independence of the individuals in the community
and beyond by providing a platform for common
ownership and reclamation.

"The proportion of people living in urban areas increased from
52% in 1990 to 62% in 2011." See:
http://www.southafrica.info/news/urbanisation240113.htm#.V
_vdAsnJj_s#ixzz4Mhyuzwiy
5
“The urban population of the world has grown rapidly from
746 million in 1950 to 3.9 billion in 2014. Today, 54 per cent of
the world’s population lives in urban areas, a proportion that is
expected to increase to 66 per cent by 2050.” See:
www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/worldurbanization-prospects-2014.html
4

3

“Under apartheid, black people were forced to live in the
dormitory-style townships that were built as far away as
possible from economic city centres. Post-apartheid
development policies led to the construction of townships filled
with government housing and limited access to some social
services. “ See:
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/southafrica/publication
/the-economics-of-south-african-townships-special-focus-ondiepsloot
7
SEE: https://chrisakall.wordpress.com/2012/03/04/
6
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Poor urban communities are often crowded and lack ‘empty’ or public space. Very few private organizations are willing to invest in projects or businesses that directly benefit marginalized communities,
citing several reasons that hinder the success of such an undertaking; namely crime, access to space [most of the public land is controlled by the government/city council] and access to electricity. This
lack of private urban space reclamation, development and investment discourages the youth from taking significant rehabilitation initiatives in the townships. Whilst those born in the rural areas have an
access to reclaim and develop rural land through the Land claims Act, the post-Apartheid millennial generation, born and raised in the urban areas, do not have the opportunity to claim and develop urban
land without viable private investors. This means that the urban ‘born free’ generation has very limited access to land initiatives that enable them to rehabilitate spaces.

[before]

: // Rehabilitating the land under the bridge
Areas under a bridge are usually occupied by the youth and the dispossessed. Due to their subterranean characteristics, they quickly become
centres for criminal activities. The site now occupied by OLM is owned by parastatal company, Metrorail {PRASA} and was previously used as an
informal dump site by local residents and businesses. Founder of OLM, Dawie David Kiakia could not erect any permanent structures on the site,
so he opted to adapt the space to cater to the counter-culture needs of the Obs community and provide a unique place for enterprising
locals to interact with the residents and visitors of Lower Main’s trendy establishments.

[OLM SITE CLEAN UP // photo/s credit: dawie kiakia]

4
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The process of rehabilitating the land
under the bridge was self funded and
began in 2014. It took roughly 9 months to
set up the market [2 weeks to clear the
illegal dump site + 2 weeks for installation
of facilities + 7 ½ months erect units and
stalls, secure tenants and market the
location].

Residents in these areas are currently involved in
bitter disputes over the gentrification8 of the
historically coloured/black suburbs.

Observatory has faced similar challenges.
In November 2014, Rawson Developers
announced plans to construct Paragon, a
multi-level, privately owned residence to
house university students. Community
members protested the construction,
claiming that the building will cast a
shadow well past the famous Lower Main
road in the afternoon.10

[WOODSTOCK RESIDENTS PROTEST 2016 // photo credit: saafia
@thevoice.co.za]

[OLM SITE 2014 // photo credit: dawie kiakia]

[sidebar]

:< The Gentrification of Cape Town
Observatory and the surrounding suburbs of Salt River
and Woodstock,are key sites earmarked by property
developers for restoration and development.

Reclaim the City9 campaigns and petitions
stress the need to engage the community
when developing marginalized areas to
prevent the displacement of people and
preserve cultural practices.
Gentrification is the restoration of run-down urban areas by
the middle class resulting in the displacement of low-income
residents.
9
Observatory, Woodstock, Salt River, Tafelberg and Bo Kaap
are all areas where poor families struggle daily with the threat
of eviction. Families who have lived in these areas for
generations are being bought out. Reclaim the City are
providing moral and political support affected residents and
families. See: http://reclaimthecity.org.za/

[PROPOSED PARAGON BUILDING // photo credit: webwolly @
http://gctca.org.za]

8

5

“.Suburbs such as Woodstock and Observatory illustrate that
what may seem a hideaway from the mainstream-main road
may actually be a necropolis for long-time residents if the urban
revamping remains intrusive and exclusive. “ See:
http://varsitynewspaper.co.za/features/3980-gentrificationwoodstock-and-observatory
10
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>> : The ‘mixed’ culture of Lower Main
Road Observatory:
Observatory borders Mowbray to the south,
and Salt River to the north-west. Known
affectionately as Obs, the area is best
known as a student neighbourhood, most
of whom attend the University of Cape
Town and Cape Peninsula University of
Technology. Lower Main road caters for
this mixture of locals, tourists and students.

Obs in general, is known as a ‘mixed’
culture suburb. Its commercial district,
above the railroad tracks - between
Lower main and Main roads - is “vibey,
with a selection of restaurants, pubs,
coffee shops, bakeries and internet
cafés.”11

The area below the railway line is slightly
fancier, with more substantial homes. In
the afternoons you'll find nannies strolling
with children along the streets to the
private recreational parks.

Lower Main is currently home to 2 bottle
stores, 3 laundrettes, a staggering 31 bars +
restaurants + coffee shops, 12
printing/design/ Art supply shops, 8
superettes/takeaways, 5 hair/nail/beauty
salons and 4 internet cafes.

[VICTORIAN STYLE HOME IN OBS // photo credit: http://www.savenues.com/]

[LOWER MAIN ROAD // photo/s credit: http://showme.co.za/]

[LOWER MAIN ROAD // photo credit: http://purelylocal.co.za/]

See: http://showme.co.za/cape-town/tourism/touristattractions/unique-shopping/lower-main-road-in-observatorycape-town/
11

6

“Having experienced some crime
problems in the past, Obs’s City
Improvement District organization was
formed to combat crime. As a result,
police patrols are clearly visible in the area.
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[today]

:// People, places & things

[OBZ LIFESTYLE MARKET// photo credit: alex gwaze]

There are several business owners currently occupying this trading platform that offer
a range of products from vintage clothing, open mic nights, fresh organic produce,
portraits, books, hair /beauty products and home cooked food, just to name a few.

A bridge is a link that connects two distinct spaces, it effectively
reduces the distance between people, cultures and things. OLM
currently has 12 rental units and 9 stalls: 21 potential places to
occupy and 21 potential cultural intersection points.

7
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Gentrification is often negatively portrayed as eroding culture, this is not always the case, any increased interest in a particular area will result in
the gentrification of that environment. The formerly downtrodden area under the bridge is now an organic site that fosters the growth and
development of marginalized people. It affords locals and foreign black/coloured people the opportunity to gain a viable economic foothold
in the urban mainstream by reconnecting them with the Obs residents and the larger global visiting community. Unlike other trading platforms,
OLM maintains a minority/majority [black, coloured] presence in this otherwise ‘white’ economic space.

[OLM // photo credit: dawie kiakia]
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”The Observatory Lifestyle Market is a colourful place where people can find vintage clothing, jewellery, traditional food, get a haircut … meet
creative people … exhibit … exchange their stories and world views over a delicious dinner, gaining mutually from the experience of meeting
new people.” Mirko from Germany.12

Some of the creative people, places and things to experience in OLM’s extended community are:

[MBUSO HLONGWA <CARETAKER, RESIDENT PORTRAIT ARTIST, SIGNMAKER & GUIDE // photo/s credit: alex gwaze]

12

“Here is your chance to get to know them and their personal story, current projects and day to day business.” See: http://www.projects4growth.com/home/tag/art

9
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[IVY NDWANYA < TRADITIONAL FOOD CHEF, GIFTED CONVERSATIONIST & BUSINESS OWNER @IVY’S KITCHEN // photo/s credit: alex gwaze]

[MOSIMA MACDONALD PALE' aka COMRADE CARROT <ORGANIC PRODUCE SUPPLIER & URBAN FARMER @COMRADE CARROT// photo/s credit: alex gwaze]
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[NENETTE OMEYAKA < FRENCH SPEAKING HAIRDRESSER, MANICURIST AND HAIR PRODUCT SUPPLIER @ OBZ SALOON // photo/s credit: alex gwaze]

The social marketplace concept adopted by Kiakia proposes a new
avenue for locals to return to current metropolitan spaces and
highlights the need for property developers and stakeholders to
engage with the community to address the issues of poverty
through appropriate conservation, job creation and cultural
exchange.

In post-Soviet countries like Estonia, low income rundown areas are
being renovated into ‘hipster districts’ to create jobs and
encourage development of the area.
In Nairobi, community-based organization Urban Mirror encourages
community participation, to combat gentrification. There are also
several successful examples in Lagos, Mumbai, Jakarta, and Mexico
City13 that foreground the need to rehabilitate urban spaces
creatively, with the community in mind.

See: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/josephine-dallant/how-the-urban-poor-arere_b_4086362.html
13

[OLM // photo credit: dawie kiakia]
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[conclusion]

://Amplifying public spaces/
The social market concept employed by Dawie Kiakia creatively works with available public space to facilitate a platform for people to
reclaim, restore, and amplify urban public space to bridge the economic gap. This unique initiative is part of a global urban reclamation drive
being undertaken by local communities to rehabilitate public space. As a result of this initiative, the rehabilitated dark spot under a flyover now
blooms with colour, culture, life, people and business.
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